Graduates of The College of Wooster should demonstrate these personal and intellectual capacities:

- Independent Thinking
- Integrative and Collaborative Inquiry
- Dynamic Understanding of the Liberal Arts
- Effective Communication
- Global Engagement
- Justice and Civic and Social Responsibility

Our Mission

The College of Wooster is a community of independent minds, working together to prepare students to become leaders of character and influence in an interdependent global community. We engage motivated students in a rigorous and dynamic liberal education. Mentored by a faculty nationally recognized for excellence in teaching, Wooster graduates are creative and independent thinkers with exceptional abilities to ask important questions, research complex issues, solve problems, and communicate new knowledge and insight.
Commencement Participants

The Scot Pipers directed by Nancy Ditmer, Professor of Music Education

Drum Majors:  Bagpipers:  Scottish Drummers:
Neva Derewetzky ’20  Gemma Briggs ’20  Nathaniel Haines ’21
Brian Luck ’22  Elly Ciesinski ’22  Jeremiah Whitney ’22
Ana Fairbanks-Mahnke ’20
Michael Kennedy ’21
Jacob Shelton ’22

Marshals for the Class of 2019
Paul A. Bonvallet, Associate Professor of Chemistry
Michelle L. Johnson, Associate Professor of Communication
Pamela B. Pierce, Professor of Mathematical Sciences
Thomas G. Wood, Professor of Music

Marshals for the Faculty
Matthew W. Broda, Associate Professor of Education
Shelley A. Judge, Associate Professor of Geology
R. Drew Pasteur, Associate Professor of Mathematics
Sarah J. Sobeck, Associate Professor of Chemistry

Marshals for the Platform Party
Bryan T. Karazsia, Dean for Curriculum and Academic Engagement;
Associate Professor of Psychology
Peter C. Mowrey, Dean for Faculty Development; Professor of Music

Providing the Opening Prayer
Donald B. Register ’59, Associate for Mission, Presbytery of Chicago (Chicago, IL)

President
Sarah R. Bolton

Representing the Class of 2019
Christina Marie Gorey
Mylo Apollo Quinn Parker-Emerson

Provost
Carolyn R. Newton

Registrar
Suzanne Bates

Representing The Alumni Association
Kenneth E. Aldridge ’90, President, Alumni Board

Providing the Benediction
Jeffrey P. Rider ’84, Senior Minister, Green’s Farms Chuch (Westport, CT);
father of Jack Rider ’19
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The audience is cordially invited to remain seated during the Procession and Recession.
Donald B. Register '59

Donald B. Register, a 1959 graduate of The College of Wooster majoring in political science, first attracted attention as an All-Conference football player. Since earning a Master of Divinity degree from San Francisco Seminary in 1963 he has received national acclaim for his work in inner-city housing programs. He first served at two Presbyterian churches and then joined the North Side Team Ministry in St. Louis. His work there included the creation of new approaches to a ministry to the residents of a high-rise public housing complex. Later, as administrator and coordinator of the Ministry, he helped form a community organization to rehabilitate housing in the city's north side. Among other things, arrangements were made with unions to train seventy-five former hardcore unemployables as journeymen in the building trades.

In 1971 he joined the Presbytery of Chicago as Associate for Mission, where he is responsible for developing and funding new churches, assisting some existing congregations and special ministries, and developing strategy for the Presbytery's metropolitan ministry.

Deborah Bial

Deborah Bial is the president and founder of The Posse Foundation, a youth leadership development and college access organization that sends teams (Posses) of students from diverse backgrounds to one of Posse's 57 partner colleges and universities. The Posse Foundation, a national 501(c)(3), is headquartered in New York City. It supports programs in Atlanta, the Bay Area, Boston, Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New Orleans, New York City, and Washington D.C. Since 1989, the Posse Foundation has identified more than 8,000 Posse Scholars; ninety percent of Posse Scholars graduate.

Dr. Bial earned her master's and doctoral degrees in education with a focus on higher education administration, planning and social policy from Harvard University. In 1999, she received a $1.9 million grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for her dissertation work. She completed her undergraduate degree at Brandeis University and has numerous honorary doctorates. Dr. Bial is also a member of the Brandeis Board of Trustees.

In 2010, President Obama named Posse as one of ten nonprofits with which he would share his Nobel Peace Prize money.

Jeffrey P. Rider '84

Reverend Jeffrey Rider is Senior Minister at Green's Farms Church in Westport, Connecticut. He is responsible for the vision and spiritual direction of the church and leads the 10-member professional staff. Since arriving at Green's Farms Church in 2003, he has demonstrated a keen interest in the church's vital ministries to children, youth, and serving the wider community. He is a College of Wooster graduate where he majored in Theatre; he received his Master of Divinity from Yale Divinity School in 1988.

Reverend Rider is past president of the Westport/Weston Clergy Association, and he currently serves on the Board of Directors of the Connecticut Conference, United Church of Christ. Prior to being called to Green's Farms, he served United Church of Christ (UCC) congregations in Vero Beach, FL, Akron, OH, and New Canaan, CT.

The greatest joy for Reverend Rider and his wife, Lynn, is spending time with their three adult children, Abby, Cal, and Jack. Abby graduated from Wooster in 2013, and Jack is a member of today's graduating Class of 2019.
Degrees

Degrees Conferred August 31, 2018

**Bachelor of Arts**

George Friedrich Burgi  *Oak Park, Illinois*  Psychology
Samuel Jacob Carlson  *Saint Paul, Minnesota*  Mathematics
Madelynn Ann Chase  *Pleasant Prairie, Wisconsin*  Mathematics
Brandi Jane Clarke  *Washington, D.C.*  East Asian Studies
Vedica Abhigyan Jha  *Mumbai, India*  Biology / Mathematics
Axel Jacques Nunes  *Dardilly, France*  Music
Zhen Xu  *Guangdong, China*  Philosophy

Degrees Conferred December 31, 2018

**Bachelor of Arts**

Justin Michael Aichele  *Groveport*  Psychology / Philosophy
Owen Francis Brennan  *Evanston, Illinois*  Computer Science
Nathaniel Goodin  *Silver Spring, Maryland*  Business Economics
Tristan Mitchell Lopus  *Atherton, California*  Computer Science
Daniel Thomas Manfrediz  *W. Summerland Key, Florida*  Mathematics
Patrick Logan McKay  *South Lyon, Michigan*  Chemistry
Duc Anh Pham  *Hanoi, Vietnam*  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Isaac Nathaniel Scher  *Tucson, Arizona*  Philosophy

Degrees Conferred December 31, 2018

**Bachelor of Music Education**

Emily Faith Ebert  *Orville*  Music Therapy
Degrees

Degrees Conferred May 13, 2019

Bachelor of Arts

Araam Elie Abboud  North Royalton  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology / Classical Studies
Marguerite Adams  Cleveland  English / Philosophy  HONORS
Isabel Ann Adelson  Solon  Economics
Samantha Adusumilli  North Canton  Chemistry
Juan Ramon Aguero Quinteros  Asuncion, Paraguay  Computer Science
Andrew Eric Aldridge  Wilmington, Delaware  English  HONORS / History  HONORS
Connor Patrick Allan  East Aurora, New York  Business Economics
Selvam Allotey  Tema, Ghana  Business Economics
Joseph Nicholas Altieri  North Canton  Communication Studies
Emily Sarah Anderson  Carlisle, Pennsylvania  English
Gabriela Angeles-Paredes  Chapel Hill, North Carolina  Music  HONORS
Jarrett Alec Art  Newcomerstown  Biology
Emma Davidson Arvedon  Cincinnati  Philosophy  HONORS
Hwan Bae  Beijing City, China  Physics  HONORS / Mathematics  HONORS
Antonio Gejuan Bailey  Duluth, Georgia  History
Adebola Rukayat Bamidele  Powder Springs, Georgia  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Eleanor Scholes Barker  Alexandria, Virginia  History
Lydia Joan Barr  Rockville, Maryland  English  HONORS
Maeven Wilson Barry  Ann Arbor, Michigan  Psychology
Gabrielle Bernice Basinski  Amherst  Biology
Megan Ruth Battersby  Ann Arbor, Michigan  Neuroscience
Hannah Elizabeth Bauer  Sardinia  Archaeology
Oscar Benjamin Bautista  Copley  Neuroscience
Kevin Jones Beck  Decatur, Georgia  Economics
Christian Haimanot Betre  North Potomac, Maryland  Mathematics
  The Dan. F. Lockhart Award
Bhargav Anandkumar Bhalodi  Rajkot Gujarat, India  Mathematics / Computer Science
Sangita Louise Biswas  Galena  Biology
Daniel Gunter Blaikie York, South Carolina Physics
Blake O'Brian Blair Dover Business Economics
Abigail Christine Blinka Akron History HONORS
Cyrus Mitchell Boardman Bel Air, Maryland Urban Studies
Cooper Alan Bodary* Ann Arbor, Michigan Biology
Katherine Alyssa Bohl Sardinia Biology HONORS
Dennis Timofeyevich Bolshakov Lynnwood, Washington Biology HONORS
Isabel Hannah Bonhomme Youngstown Anthropology HONORS / Women's, Gender & Sexuality Studies HONORS
Russell E. Boston, III Venetia, Pennsylvania Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS
Marcus William Bowers Roseville, Michigan Psychology HONORS
Brittany Melissa Bowman New Albany Chemistry
Autumn Rose Brostek Sagamore Hills Biology HONORS
Brianna Renee Brown Richardson Perris, California Computer Science
Eric Bulic Brunswick Business Economics
Carson Wesley Simkins Bullock Toledo Physics HONORS / Political Science HONORS
Rebekah Grace Burkhart Bloomington, Indiana Communication Sciences & Disorders HONORS O
Ryan Gerald Campbell Erie, Pennsylvania Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS
Kayla Campion Charlotte, North Carolina Political Science
Fredi Lane Carey Annandale, Virginia Biochemistry & Molecular Biology / French & Francophone Studies
Larissa Cargal Louisville, Kentucky Political Science
Alena Corinne Carl Wassenaar, Netherlands Political Science HONORS
Patrick Connor Carmel Wooster Neuroscience
Lorelei Kapuonalani Maeve Carrier Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Studio Art HONORS
Julia Schnabel Cavallo Trenton, New Jersey Chinese Studies HONORS / Studio Art HONORS
Adam Delgado Chalek Greenwood Village, Colorado Neuroscience HONORS
Nikki Charles Voorhees, New Jersey Neuroscience
Joshua David Charlton Easton, Pennsylvania Environmental Geoscience HONORS
Fu Kuang Chien Columbus Business Economics
Raghu Bir Choudhary Kolkata, India Economics
Patience Elizabeth Chrisler Saint Louis, Missouri Political Science HONORS
Nick Churchill Wellesley, Massachusetts Business Economics
Gianni Carmine Ciccarelli Cleveland Computer Science
Anthony Michael Cisneros Chicago, Illinois Sociology
Coral Elizabeth Ciupak  Medina  Philosophy  HONORS
Mackenzie Ellen Clark  Minerva  English  HONORS / Art History  HONORS
Margaret May Yuping Clark  Milan  Sociology  HONORS
Regan Concannon Clark  Cumberland, Maryland  English  HONORS / Art History  HONORS
Allison Lee Clough  Lebanon  Mathematics
Hunter David Coia  Oldsmar, Florida  Mathematics
Caitlin Brooke Colapietro  Medina  Psychology  HONORS
Jamila Michaela Coleman  Emeryville, California  Psychology  HONORS
Arianna Elizabeth Collins*  Clinton, Pennsylvania  Communication Sciences & Disorders
Ariel Ann Collins  Chicago, Illinois  Africana Studies
Kevin Brooks Compliment*  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  Philosophy
Chloe Faye Cook  Bothell, Washington  Political Science
Sue Stuart Cook  Danville, Kentucky  Anthropology  HONORS / Chinese Studies  HONORS
Chelsea Faith Copley  Bidwell  Communication Sciences & Disorders
Peyton Lee Corbi  Hartville  Neuroscience  HONORS
Samuel Elliot Corrigan*  Granville  English
Josie Moreland Cotton*  Cleveland  History  HONORS
William Manning Courtney  Cincinnati  English
Mallory Irene Crane  Geneseo, New York  English  HONORS
Simon Elijah Crawford-Muscat  Amherst, Massachusetts  Geology
Michael Thomas Crookshanks  Painesville  Neuroscience
Duncan Alexander Crow  Wellesley, Massachusetts  Chemistry  HONORS
Kyle Summer Croxton  Columbus  Business Economics
Garrett Thomas Crum  Alliance  Psychology
Ilaria Novella Crum  Dayton  Art History  HONORS / Anthropology  HONORS
Caylee Lyne Cunningham  East Liverpool  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Marija Aldona Cyvas  Downers Grove, Illinois  Russian Studies  HONORS / Sociology  HONORS
Nicholas Ryan Czaban  Vienna, Virginia  Computer Science  HONORS / Mathematics
Juliana Elizabeth Davis  Chalfont, Pennsylvania  Studio Art  HONORS
Monét Simone Davis  Worthington  Sociology
Nathaniel Clark Davis  Abington, Pennsylvania  English  HONORS / Psychology  HONORS
Morgan Jane Day  Palmer Lake, Colorado  Spanish / Women's, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Paulina Rene Day  Murrieta, California  Psychology
Abigail Anne Dean  Kent  Political Science  HONORS
Naonari Deguchi  Nagoya-Shi, Japan  Psychology  HONORS
Andrew Richard Delaat Medina  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Samuel James Delano Arlington, Virginia  Political Science
Jacob Cameron Denbeaux* Hillsdale, New Jersey  Mathematics
Jordan Andrew Dennis Ellenwood, Georgia  Mathematics
The William A. Galpin Award, 2nd
Elliott Daniel Detrich Mansfield  Chemistry
Caroline Tealie Devine Bay Village  Business Economics  HONORS
Jesse Booth DeWitt Brevard, North Carolina  Sociology
Kayleigh Trentham Dietz Middleton, Wisconsin  Mathematics
Liam Patrick Dingle Manchester, Massachusetts  History  HONORS
Robert Anthony Dinkins, Jr.* Fairburn, Georgia  Philosophy
Chandler Elliott Dippman Waterville  Business Economics
Melissa Joyce Dods Parkville, Missouri  Geology / Archaeology
Nikhil Mukund Dole Dayton  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Caroline Rosemary Dres Encino, California  Computer Science
Darryl Christian Dugans, II Detroit, Michigan  Psychology
Reece Dale Dupler Newark  Business Economics
Bailey Marie Eckerle Aurora  French & Francophone Studies  HONORS
Robin Forde Emmons Lexington, Kentucky  History  HONORS
Haidar Esseili Beirut, Lebanon  Physics  HONORS / Mathematics  HONORS
Essam Wassim Farah Tallmadge  History  HONORS
Presley Feezell Monroe, Michigan  Art History / Anthropology
Jackson McCamic Feinknopf Columbus  Anthropology
Connor Kennedy Ferreri Gilbertsville, Pennsylvania  Religious Studies
Emma Nicole Fikse Byron Center, Michigan  Neuroscience  HONORS
Marissa Bailey Fiume Medina  Biology / Studio Art  HONORS
Derrick Larmonte Florence, II Jacksonville, Florida  Computer Science
Emma Lynn Folkenroth New Springfield  Political Science  HONORS / Religious Studies  HONORS
Colin Cleaveland Ford Oak Park, Illinois  Chemistry  HONORS
Justin Tracy Fox Raleigh, North Carolina  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Oriana Rose Freeman Minneapolis, Minnesota  Psychology  HONORS
Devin Marie Frisby Kent  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology  HONORS
Chase Aaron Fuller  Parma  Physics
Eric Michael Gabriel  Farmington, Pennsylvania  Mathematics  HONORS / Computer Science  HONORS
Sara Rebeca Garcia  Castaic, California  Biology / English  HONORS
Benjamin Philip Garnitz  Cleveland  Psychology
Jesse Neil Garrett-Larsen  Dublin, New Hampshire  Biology
Maria Elena Garza  Chicago, Illinois  Sociology
Cameron Jeffrey Gelwicks  Zionsville, Indiana  Economics
Gabriel Hudson Gerry  Northfield  Communication Studies  HONORS
Anna Louise Gibbs  Columbus  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Patrick Liam Gilkey  Ellwood City, Pennsylvania  Biology  HONORS
Adam Sheldon Gillmor  Dublin  Political Science
Thomas Matthew Gin  Mesa, Arizona  Mathematics  HONORS
Maria Sophia Theodora Giordano-Scott  Nashville, Tennessee  English
Gabrielle Claire Girard  Cleveland  Religious Studies  HONORS
The Jonas O. Notestein Prize
Andrew Irving Gold  New Albany  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Danielle Lee Golden  Memphis, Tennessee  Communication Sciences & Disorders
Christopher James Good  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  Chemistry  HONORS
Scott Gordon*  Ashland, Oregon  Philosophy
William Charles Gore*  Clinton  Political Science / History
Christina Marie Gorey  Wadsworth  Student Designed Major: Global Health  HONORS
The Jonas O. Notestein Prize
Zhimeng Gou*  Henan, China  Mathematics
Weston Joseph Gray  Carmel, Indiana  Biology  HONORS / History  HONORS
Gillian Elise Gregory*  Cleveland Heights  Russian Studies  HONORS / Mathematics
Emma Louise Griffith  Anchorage, Alaska  Global & International Studies
Jordan Petrou Griffith  Columbus  Political Science  HONORS / History  HONORS
The William A. Galpin Award, 1st
Eric Charles Guberman  Deerfield, Illinois  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology  HONORS
Cornelius Nana Yaw Gyamfi  East Hartford, Connecticut  Global & International Studies
Kolten Del Hainsey  Pottstown, Pennsylvania  History
David E. Hale  Monroe, Connecticut  Mathematics / Philosophy
Nicholas Chase Hall  Cleveland  Political Science
Olivia Cherry Hall  Dayton  Philosophy / Geology
Marissa Ann Hamm  Strongsville  History  HONORS
Charley H. Hankla  Lafayette, Colorado  Geology
Hayley Christina Hardcastle  Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania  Communication Sciences & Disorders
Sabrina Kylie Harris  Highland Park, Illinois  Political Science  HONORS
Kaitlyn Lois Harrison  Richmond, Indiana  English  HONORS
Matthew Joel Harris-Ridker  Chicago, Illinois  Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies  HONORS
Victoria Dorene Hartley  Sherborn, Massachusetts  Psychology
Matthew Edward Hartzell  Washington, Pennsylvania  Political Science
Sophie Elizabeth Hawkins  Evanston, Illinois  Psychology
Shogo Hayashi  Fukuyama-Shi, Japan  Psychology
Daniel Grant Hazlitt  Boulder, Colorado  Communication Studies
Megan Anne Healy  Sylva, North Carolina  Biology  HONORS
Elizabeth Amanda Frost Hemann  Corte Madera, California  Philosophy
Jasmine Marie Herd  Twinsburg  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Jordan Nicole Heusner-Wilkinson*  Stone Mountain, Georgia  Theatre & Dance
Julia Margaret Higgins  Cleveland  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Rachel Erika Ho  Pokfulam, Hong Kong  Anthropology
Olivia Marie Holland  Canton  History / French & Francophone Studies
Charles Richardson Holt  Meadville, Pennsylvania  Business Economics  HONORS
Corey Ellen Holt  Evanston, Illinois  Psychology
Dawson Patrick Honey  Bothell, Washington  Political Science
Annabelle Marie Hopkins  Chico, California  Political Science / History  HONORS
  *The William A. Galpin Award, 1st
Eleanor Rose Howell  Golden, Colorado  Archaeology  HONORS
Nicholas Tsung Huang  San Marino, California  Communication Studies
Yuxuan Huang  Zhejiang, China  Physics
Jason David Huggler  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  English
Wan Hang Hui  Jordan, Hong Kong  Mathematics / Physics
Madalyn Lee Ireton  Dublin  Psychology  HONORS
Darby Michelle Isaacson  Traverse City, Michigan  Biology
Benjamin Israel Jenkins*  Ann Arbor, Michigan  Physics / Chinese Studies  HONORS
Jiaxin Jiang  Beijing, China  Business Economics
Qiushi Jin  Beijing, China  Business Economics
Yukun Jin  Zhengzhou, China  Chemistry  HONORS
Gabriela Fisher Jocas*  North Canton  Chemistry
Kristopher Lyall Johns  Mount Vernon  English
Rebecca Giver Johnston  Sewickley, Pennsylvania  English  HONORS / History  HONORS
Harper Renee Jones  Frankfort, Kentucky  Biology / Psychology  HONORS
Melanie Frances Kacin  Woodside, New York  Neuroscience  HONORS
Melissa Jean Kadish  Hudson  Psychology  HONORS / French & Francophone Studies  HONORS
Kenneth Ajit Kalikasingh  Wooster  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Alexandra Jaye Kangas  Royal Oak, Michigan  English
Tanner Justen Kaplan  Traverse City, Michigan  Communication Studies
Magia Karagianni  Nicosia, Cyprus  Economics
Remi Katayama  Chiba-Shi, Japan  Sociology
Reagan Kazyak  Commerce Township, Michigan  Studio Art  HONORS
Hubert Joseph Kdayssi  Cleveland  Business Economics
Justin Tyler Kearney*  San Marcos, California  Biology
Emanie Janee Kelley  Santa Paula, California  Psychology  HONORS
Sally Claire Kershner  Rocky River  English  HONORS
Bronwen Marie Kessler  Pickerington  Global & International Studies
Ishmamur Rahman Khan*  Dhaka, Bangladesh  Business Economics
Suriah Khan  Wooster  Neuroscience
Austinjit Singh Khara*  Monroeville, Pennsylvania  Chemistry
Ethan Gilbert Killian  Springfield, Virginia  Geology
Do Hyun Kim  Seocho-Gu, Republic of Korea  Biology
Cullen Wayman King  Pen Argyl, Pennsylvania  History  HONORS / Religious Studies  HONORS
Andrew Wells Klein*  Sylvania  Biology
Justin James Klupp  Mansfield  Communication Studies
William Steven Koenig  Huron  Mathematics
Alicea Anna Kouyate  Washington, District of Columbia  Psychology / Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Julia Grace Kowala  Zionsville, Indiana  Biology
Rebecca Ann Kreuzman  Wooster  Spanish
    The William A. Galpin Award, 2nd
Clare Louise Kreuzzwieser  North Canton  Archaeology
Cassidy Diane Ktsanes  Roselle, Illinois  Political Science  HONORS
Ashlynn Rae Kufleitner  Leetonia  Communication Sciences & Disorders  HONORS
Zoe Claire Xiaoshi Kuhn  Austin, Texas  Communication Sciences & Disorders  HONORS
Haemin Kwak  Seo-Gu, Republic of Korea  Global & International Studies
Eungyeol Kwon  Uijeongbu-Si, Republic of Korea  Philosophy
Abigail Frances Lang  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  History / Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies  HONORS
Megan J Lasersohn  New York, New York  Anthropology
Rachel Lau  Festival City, Shatin, Hong Kong  Theatre & Dance  HONORS / Economics  HONORS
Emma Ruth Lawrence  Wilbraham, Massachusetts  Neuroscience
Garrett Hill Layde  Kennesaw, Georgia  Political Science / Religious Studies
Harley Marie Layman  Lansing, Michigan  Psychology  HONORS
Carolyn Mary Lee  Wadsworth  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Jisou (Armel) Lee  Daejeon, Republic of Korea  Sociology  HONORS
Trenton Michael Leggett  Waynesburg  History  ☀
Brendan Scott Lemkin  Ann Arbor, Michigan  Music  HONORS
Elizabeth Anne Levine  Grand Rapids, Michigan  Psychology
Lida Renee LeVine  Tampa, Florida  Psychology
Lalah Yvonne Lewis  Decatur, Georgia  Sociology
Brian Evan Lief  Shaker Heights  History
Wyatt Ogden Linde  Flagstaff, Arizona  History / Philosophy
Jodi Michelle Livesay  Dayton  Biology
Kaitlin Rose Looney  Alexandria, Virginia  Biology
Mayra Denis Lopez  Chicago, Illinois  Philosophy / Spanish
Lily Jun Loughman  Sycamore, Pennsylvania  Neuroscience
Zachary David Lyon  Morgantown, West Virginia  Chemistry
Yinghan (James) Ma  Beijing, China  Mathematics
Joseph Charles Maclnnnes  Albion, Michigan  Computer Science  HONORS
Hailey Elizabeth Malzeke  Mayfield  Sociology  HONORS / Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies  HONORS
Rachel Lauren Mandel  Pikesville, Maryland  Political Science
Carly Jo (CJ) Mandell  Alexandria, Virginia  Anthropology
Evelyn Alicia Marin*  Buffalo Grove, Illinois  Communication Studies
Abigail Scott Cameron Martin  Essex, Massachusetts  Biology
John Edward Martin  Indianapolis, Indiana  Philosophy  HONORS / History  HONORS
Francisco Javier Martinez  Berwyn, Illinois  History  ☀
Stephen J. Maryo, Jr.  Cleveland  Political Science
Hailey Anne Matrone  Encinitas, California  Political Science / Spanish
Rie Matsuzaki  Kobe-Shi, Japan  Neuroscience  HONORS
Haylee Elizabeth Maude  Bay Village  English
Carolyn Susan Mayer  Burton  Political Science
James Vincent McElroy  Lexington, Virginia  Physics
Mary Elizabeth McKinley  Utica  Classical Studies  HONORS / History  HONORS
Ben Richard McKone  St. Louis Park, Minnesota  History
Carlos Eduardo Mejia*  San Diego, California  Communication Sciences & Disorders
Grant Stephen Merrill  North Canton  Communication Studies
Mirkamil Mijit  Xinjiang, China  Computer Science  HONORS / Mathematics  HONORS
Eleri Katherine Miller  Chicago, Illinois  Biology
Trey Lee Miller*  New Albany  Sociology
Yeeun Min  Wooster  English
Grace LiYan Minnes  Bay Village  Neuroscience
Ayush Alok Kumar Mishra*  Navi Mumbai, India  History
Alexander Carmelo Montalbano  Washington, District of Columbia  Student Designed Major: Environmental Studies
Dennis Kenyon Harrington Moriarty  Terrace Park  Political Science  HONORS
Austin Nathaniel Morit  Delaware  Biology
Nathan Augustus Morit*  Delaware  Biology
Nathaniel Alexander Morrish-Harling  Lexington, Kentucky  English
David Landon Morrow  Ann Arbor, Michigan  Physics
Dominic Reese Muccio  Bay Village  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Ian D’Arcy Mundy  Lyme, New Hampshire  Chemistry  HONORS
Kassady Adeline Murphy  Poland  Archaeology
Megan Ann Murphy  Chagrin Falls  English  HONORS
Brian Andrew Murray  Mclean, Virginia  Political Science
Jordan Faith Murray  Toledo  Neuroscience
Daniel Louis Myers  Boca Raton, Florida  English  HONORS / Theatre & Dance  HONORS
Ethan Victor Myers  Columbus  Mathematics / Business Economics
Larissa Sophie Myers  Ann Arbor, Michigan  Sociology
Megan Eileen Myers  Columbus  Anthropology
Taylor Lamar Myers  Boca Raton, Florida  Environmental Geoscience
Sacha Marie Nalepa  Youngstown  Studio Art
Samuel Van Loon Nash  Cincinnati  Physics
Thanh Ngoc Phuong Nguyen  Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam  Studio Art  HONORS / Computer Science  HONORS
William Burke Noel  Bolton, Massachusetts  History
Mary Kate Norton  Cincinnati  Biology  HONORS
Erin Kileen O’Connor  Okemos, Michigan  Neuroscience  HONORS
Callie Marie Ogland-Hand  Grand Rapids, Michigan  Mathematics  HONORS / Sociology  HONORS
Spencer John O’Keefe  Chicago, Illinois  History  HONORS
Trevin John O’Keefe  Chicago, Illinois  Archaeology
Connor Moran O’Keefe  Madison, New Jersey  Geology
Dylan Michael Orris  Union City, Michigan  Mathematics / Computer Science  HONORS
Vanessa Ortega Ramirez  Chicago, Illinois  Neuroscience
Colleen Laura O’Sullivan  Southbury, Connecticut  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology  HONORS / Spanish
Katarina Eleanor Padavick  Columbus  English  HONORS / History
Shuwen Pang  Beijing, China  Mathematics
Laura Frances Papp  Ada, Michigan  Psychology
Hannah Julia Paredes Kilniski  Omaha, Nebraska  Archaeology
Cody James Park  Salem  Chemistry
Myles Person Parker  Mableton, Georgia  Biology
Mylo Apollo Quinn Parker-Emerson  Columbus  Philosophy  HONORS
Emily Marie Partika  Lowellville  Political Science
Marlee Ann Pavlechko  Columbus  Communication Sciences & Disorders
Marcus Peh Jim Keng  Singapore, Singapore  Psychology  HONORS
Caroline Elisabeth Peterson  Potomac, Maryland  Biology
Thomas Dunham Peterson  Clifton, Virginia  Environmental Geoscience
Jack Petrecca, Jr.  Willowick  Biology
Khanh Gia Pham  South San Francisco, California  Economics
Linh Khanh Pham  Hanoi, Vietnam  Communication Studies
Michael Charles Phillips  New Milford, New Jersey  Music
Sarah Elizabeth Pitell  Wexford, Pennsylvania  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Kasey Marcelle Plamondon  Saint Charles, Illinois  Computer Science
Burke Quintana Poeting  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  German Studies  HONORS
Samantha Ponzetti  
Jeannette, Pennsylvania  
Psychology

Alexis Noel Popejoy  
Hayward, California  
Biology

Brian Alexander Pousak  
Rochester Hills, Michigan  
Communication Studies

Fiona Kelleher Powell  
Ann Arbor, Michigan  
Anthropology

Myra Marie Praml  
Warrensville Heights  
Anthropology  
HONORS

Laura Vivian Pratt*  
Princeton, New Jersey  
History

Henry Fitch Pride-Wilt  
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  
Psychology

Erika Irene Prince  
Ann Arbor, Michigan  
Psychology

Erika McKay Purdy  
Windsor, Connecticut  
History

Victoria Rose Race  
Strongsville  
Environmental Geoscience

Kia Radovanovic  
Belgrade, Serbia  
Psychology  
HONORS

Erin Suzanne Rajewski  
Saline, Michigan  
Computer Science  
HONORS

Sochina Ranjit  
Lalitpur, Nepal  
Biology

James McLhenny Rankin*  
Northfield  
English

Maha Haseeb Rashid  
Medina  
Neuroscience  
HONORS

Mary McKenzie Reese  
Canfield  
Communication Studies

Amrín Alnoor Remtulla  
Arusha, United Republic of Tanzania, Women's, Gender & Sexuality Studies

Daniel Lipman Renbaum-Koss  
Silver Spring, Maryland  
Physics

Dylan Michael Reynolds  
Columbia, Maryland  
English  
HONORS / Philosophy  
HONORS

Richard Chad Reynolds  
Westerville  
Environmental Geoscience

Raymond Bruce Rhone, IV  
Reynoldsburg  
History

Adam Christopher Richert*  
Sewickley, Pennsylvania  
Student Designed Major: Biochemistry & Molecular Biology & Scientific Media

Laura Katelyn Rickey*  
Canton  
Political Science

John Eastman Rider  
Westport, Connecticut  
Sociology  
HONORS

Grace Anne Riely  
Floyds Knobs, Indiana  
Communication Studies

Teagan Amanda Robinson  
Wilmette, Illinois  
Philosophy / German Studies

Pierce McNeil Rodriguez*  
Lithonia, Georgia  
Student Designed Major: Chinese Studies & Political Science

McKenzie Ann Rogers  
Yarmouth, Maine  
English

Emily Jeanne Root  
Columbus  
History  
HONORS / Studio Art  
HONORS

Samuel Patrick Roher  
Beachwood  
English  
HONORS

Claire Catherine Russ  
East Aurora, New York  
Global & International Studies / Russian Studies

Austin Coe Russell  
Upper Arlington  
Biology
Noelle Rebecca Sadallah  North Royalton  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Jennifer Sanchez  Fort Worth, Texas  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Kory Ryan Sansom  Seattle, Washington  Mathematics  HONORS
Anum Kamran Sattar*  Karachi, Pakistan  English
Leah Jin-Hee Scharlott  Fort Mitchell, Kentucky  Chemistry
Finnian Jay Ridley Schneider  Portland, Oregon  History
Sophie Elizabeth Adrianna Schrader  Philadelphia, Pennsylvania  Sociology  HONORS
Jacob Morris Schwartz  Redding, Connecticut  History
Galen Bell Schwartzberg  Seattle, Washington  Geology
Ethan Bradstreet Scully  Novelty  Global & International Studies
Allison Marie Secard  Cleveland Heights  Biology / English  HONORS
Ryan Clark Secard  Cleveland Heights  English
Wooseong Seol  Gyeong-Gu, Republic of Korea  History  HONORS
Bridget Nicole Serrurier  Morton, Illinois  Biology
Benjamin Joseph Sershen  Worthington  Geology
Samuel James Severance  Ostrander  Philosophy
Juwan Louis-Lee Shabazz, Jr.  Richmond Heights  Geology
Carolina Nazanine Shams  Lafayette, Colorado  Neuroscience
Sarah Isabelle Shanes*  Mundelein, Illinois  Communication Sciences & Disorders ©
Juliette Angela Shea  Allison Park, Pennsylvania  Chemistry
Qitian Shi  Sichuan, China  Business Economics
Conor Toshiro Shimabukuro  Columbia, Maryland  Communication Studies
Sota Shimizu*  Chiba, Japan  Computer Science
Isaac Benjamin Seltzer Shore  Ann Arbor, Michigan  Political Science
Emily Elizabeth Shoureas  North Ridgeville  Communication Sciences & Disorders
Emily Ann Singer  Valparaiso, Indiana  Political Science  HONORS
Thadius M. Skillman  Mount Vernon  Neuroscience  HONORS
Jada Aaliyah Smart*  Ellenwood, Georgia  History
Hannah Marie Smith  Urbana  Theatre & Dance  HONORS
Jordan Alex Smith*  Boston, Massachusetts  Classical Studies
Laurel Elizabeth Smith  North Canton  Communication Sciences & Disorders
Rebekah Leila Smith  Madison, Wisconsin  Sociology
Shirtoria Bernee’ Smith  Atlanta, Georgia  History
Claire Julia Smrekar  Willoughby  English  HONORS
Jeremiah David Yungk Smucker  
*Cincinnati* Music  HONORS / Economics  HONORS

Natalie Elaine Souleyrette  
*Cincinnati* History

Sarah Morgan Specht  
*Somerville* English  HONORS

Jacob Rollin Springwood  
*Normal, Illinois* History

Aditi Vijeth Sringeri  
*Mansfield* Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Eva Katherine Stebel  
*Englewood* Chemistry

Cameron Kadrey Steckbeck  
*New Hope, Pennsylvania* Political Science  HONORS

Giuliano Nicolas Stefanutti  
*Birmingham, Michigan* Philosophy

Mary Susan Stehulak  
*Monroe, Michigan* Communication Studies

Emery Joy Stewart  
*Dallas, Texas* Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies  HONORS

Jordan Naomi Stone  
*Ashland, Massachusetts* Economics

Scott Lyter Stoudt  
*Indiana, Pennsylvania* Computer Science

Madigan McKenna Strange  
*Forest, Indiana* Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

William Richard Strohmeyer  
*Granville* English / Spanish

Kalla Elizabeth Sturonas  
*Lake Bluff, Illinois* Computer Science

Jacob Richard Stuursma  
*Hudson* Business Economics

Collier Beatrice Summay  
*Cincinnati* History  HONORS

Nolan Gerard Sundheimer  
*Massillon* Economics

Penluck (Peach) Sutarat  
*Bangkok, Thailand* Economics

Daniel McMillan Sweat  
*Houston, Texas* English  HONORS / Philosophy  HONORS

Ousmane Sy  
*Columbus* History / Africana Studies

Toshiko Tanaka  
*Accra, Ghana* Studio Art / Communication Studies

Hao Tang  
*Huizhou City, China* Studio Art  HONORS

Yichen Tang  
*Beijing City, China* Psychology  HONORS / Economics

Linden Ann Taylor  
*Greenville, Pennsylvania* Biology  HONORS

Rose Dorothy Taylor  
*Oak Park, Illinois* Chemistry  HONORS / Mathematics  HONORS

Simon Chavar Texidor, IV*  
*Euclid* Communication Studies

Pyae Thein  
*Mandalay, Myanmar* Studio Art

Joseph Glenn Theiss  
*Concord, North Carolina* Physics

David Cooper Thomas  
*Ann Arbor, Michigan* Chemistry

Michael A. Thomas  
*New Castle, Pennsylvania* Geology

Conner Jacob Thomson  
*Dover* Biology  HONORS

Sachi Lian Toepp  
*Chicago, Illinois* Sociology  HONORS
Rachel Hannah Topper Canton Communication Sciences & Disorders HONORS
Giorgio Montana Tramonto Riverwoods, Illinois Business Economics / Mathematics
Adelaide Faith Tsueda Cincinnati Biology
Erin Shea Tupman Fishers, Indiana Russian Studies HONORS
Solaimon Derrand Turner Baltimore, Maryland Biology
D’Khorvillyn Pheje-Mionne Tyus* Douglasville, Georgia Political Science
Hyuga Uchida Miyagi, Japan Chemistry HONORS
Alexis Victoria Valente Brunswick Biology
Charles Milbergs Vandenburgh Crown Point, Indiana Chemistry
Josie Scott Veal* Austell, Georgia Communication Studies
Benjamin Peleh Verschell Takoma Park, Maryland Mathematics HONORS
Anna Sophia Vogt Herrnhut, Germany Psychology / Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies HONORS
Jessica Grace Vorise Glenside, Pennsylvania Biology
Megan Nicole Vuich Mars, Pennsylvania Mathematics
Christina Maria Vukovich Medina Political Science
Emily Kathleen Walker Oakmont, Pennsylvania Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS
Harrison Joseph Walls* State College, Pennsylvania Computer Science
Mariel Khana Ward* Ann Arbor, Michigan Communication Sciences & Disorders
Gabriel Anthony Wasyliko Brunswick Political Science
Carolyn Suzette Webster Fredericktown Studio Art HONORS
Phillip Allen Wells Greensboro, North Carolina Computer Science
Emma Paige West Shutesbury, Massachusetts Anthropology
David Hedberg Westcott Lake Forest, Illinois Psychology
Simon August Weyer Centerville Archaeology
Andrew David White Medina Psychology HONORS The Jonas O. Notestein Prize
Erica Lynn White Washington, Pennsylvania Psychology
Afton Hypatia Widdershins Burien, Washington Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS / Mathematics HONORS
Shelby Renée Wilcox Red Hook, New York Communication Sciences & Disorders
Leonard Winter Wine Evanston, Illinois Economics
Amy Rose Wissman Oakton, Virginia Global & International Studies
Erika Arlene Womack Schwenksville, Pennsylvania Chemistry
Matthew Walker Woodward Chester Springs, Pennsylvania Spanish HONORS
Boyu Wu* Guizhou, China Philosophy
Yifeng Xu Shanghai, China Philosophy HONORS / East Asian Studies HONORS
Dipanvita Yadav New Delhi, India Archaeology
Beatrice Min Yarema Oxford, Michigan Economics
Micheas Solomon Yimam Gaithersburg, Maryland Mathematics
Taylor M. Yong Columbus Psychology
Alia Lyn Yossef Poland Biology
Peter Gideon Zaremba Cleveland History
Shana Elizabeth Zelenka Copley Political Science HONORS
Ezekiel Phillip Zelman Bennington, Vermont Biology HONORS
Jingxia Zheng Beijing, China Economics
Kaeli Marie Zoretich Uniontown Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS
Rada Zurich Avon Lake Chemistry HONORS

Bachelor of Music
Gabriela Angeles-Paredes* Chapel Hill, North Carolina Music Performance
Erin Rose Joseph Massillon Music Theory & Composition
Kennedy Jane McKain Upper Sandusky Music Performance
Jeff Young Millersburg Music Performance

Bachelor of Music Education
Sarah Katherine Green Augustine* Greenville Music Therapy
Adam Lev Hirsch* Herndon, Virginia Music Therapy
Olivia Elena Lawrence* Largo, Maryland Music Therapy
Madeleine Jane Silver-Riskin* Berea Music Therapy

*Degree requirements to be completed at a later date.
© Will be eligible for State of Ohio Teaching License.
A single Old Gold cord indicates departmental honors. Black and Gold mix indicates Phi Beta Kappa membership.
The Latin Honors

A widely recognized academic distinction, Latin Honors are based on overall grade point average in courses taken at the College: summa cum laude for 3.900 to 4.000, magna cum laude for 3.750 to 3.899, and cum laude for 3.500 to 3.749. To graduate summa cum laude, a student must also receive Honors on the Senior Independent Study.

**Summa cum laude**

Dennis Timofeyevich Bolshakov  
Carson Wesley Simkins Bullock  
Rebekah Grace Burkhart  
Adam Delgado Chalek  
Coral Elizabeth Ciupak  
Mackenzie Ellen Clark  
Sue Stuart Cook  
Abigail Anne Dean  
Haidar Esseli  
Gabrielle Clair Girard  
Christopher James Good  
Christina Marie Gorey  
Jordan Petrou Griffith  
Marissa Ann Hamm  
Sabrina Kylie Harris  
Rebecca Giver Johnston

**Magna cum laude**

Marguerite Adams  
Emma Davidson Arvedon  
Hwan Bae  
Lydia Joan Barr  
Abigail Christine Binkla  
Katherine Alyssa Bohl  
Autumn Rose Brostek  
Ryan Gerald Campbell  
Larissa Cargal  
Alena Corinne Carl  
Joshua David Charlton  
Patience Elizabeth Chrisler  
Regan Concannon Clark  
Caitlin Brooke Colapietro  
Peyton Lee Corbi  
Mallory Irene Crane  
Ilaria Novella Crum  
Nathaniel Clark Davis  
Bailey Marie Eckerle  
Emma Lynn Folkneroth  
Colin Cleaveland Ford  
Eric Michael Gabriel  
Patrick Liam Gilkey  
Thomas Matthew Gin  
Weston Joseph Gray  
Eric Charles Gaberman  
Melissa Jean Kadish  
Cullen Wayman King  
Rachel Lau  
Joseph Charles MacInnes  
Mary Elizabeth McKinley  
Ian D'Arcy Mundy  
Megan Ann Murphy  
Dylan Michael Reynolds  
Emily Ann Singer  
Cameron Kadrey Steckbeck  
Daniel McMillan Sweat  
Hao Tang  
Rose Dorothy Taylor  
Erin Shae Tumpan  
Andrew David White  
Afton Hypatia Widdershins  
Kaitlyn Lois Harrison  
Megan Anne Healy  
Charles Richardson Holt  
Melanie Frances Kacin  
Em ani Janee Kelley  
Rebecca Ann Kreuzman  
Ashlynn Rae Kufleitner  
Harley Marie Layman  
Rie Matsuzaki  
Carolyn Susan Mayer  
Dennis Kenyon Harrington Moriarty  
Dominic Reese Muccio  
Daniel Louis Myers  
Mary Kate Norton  
Callie Marie Ogland-Hand  
Colleen Laura O'Sullivan  
Mylo Apollo Quinn Parker-Emerson  
Marcus Peh Jim Keng  
Myra Marie Pram l  
Teagan Amanda Robinson  
Emily Jeanne Root  
Jeremiah David Young Smucker  
Sarah Morgan Specht  
Jordan Naomi Stone  
Conner Jacob Thomson  
Rachel Hannah Topper
Magna cum laude (continued)

Hyuga Uchida
Emily Kathleen Walker
Matthew Walker Woodward

Cum laude

Andrew Eric Aldridge
Gabriela Angeles-Paredes
Isabel Hannah Bonhomme
Russell E. Boston, III
Marcus William Bowers
Kayla Campion
Julia Schnabel Cavallo
Margaret May Yuting Clark
Hunter David Coia
Jamila Michaela Coleman
William Manning Courtney
Duncan Alexander Crow
Marija Aldona Cyas
Juliana Elizabeth Davis
Caroline Tealie Devine
Kayleigh Trentham Dietz
Liam Patrick Dingle
Reece Dale Dupler
Robin Forde Emmons
Emma Nicole Fikse
Justin Tracy Fox
Oriana Rose Freeman
Devin Marie Frisby
Jesse Neil Garrett-Larsen
Gabriel Hudson Gerry
Danielle Lee Golden
Emma Louise Griffith
Hayley Christina Hardcastle
Matthew Joel Harris-Ridker
Julia Margaret Higgins
Dawson Patrick Honey
Annabelle Marie Hopkins
Eleanor Rose Howell
Wan Hang Hui
Madalyn Lee Iretone
Darby Michelle Isaacson
Jiaxin Jiang
Yukun Jin
Kristopher Lyall Johns
Harper Renee Jones
Sally Claire Kershner
Cassidy Diane Ktsanes
Zoe Claire Xiaoshi Kuhn
Haemin Kwak
Megan J Lasersohn
Jisou (Armel) Lee

Shana Elizabeth Zelenka
Ezekiel Phillip Zelman
Kaeli Marie Zoretich

Brendan Scott Lemkin
Wyatt Ogden Linde
Yinghan (James) Ma
Hailey Elizabeth Malzeke
Abigail Scott Cameron Martin
John Edward Martin
Haylee Elizabeth Maude
Mirkamal Mijit
Samuel Van Loon Nash
Thanh Ngoc Phuong Nguyen
Erin Killeen O’Connor
Spencer John O’Keefe
Dylan Michael O’Riis
Katarina Eleanor Padavick
Emily Marie Partika
Linh Khanh Pham
Samantha Fonzetti
Kia Radovanovic
Erin Suzanne Rajewski
Maha Haseeb Rashid
John Eastman Rider
Samuel Patrick Royer
Kory Ryan Sansom
Isaac Nathaniel Scher
Ethan Bradstreet Scully
Allison Marie Secard
Woosong Seol
Qitian Shi
Thadius M. Skillman
Hannah Marie Smith
Laurel Elizabeth Smith
Claire Julia Smrekar
Emery Joy Stewart
Yichen Tang
Linden Ann Taylor
Sachi Lian Toep
Giorgio Montana Tramonto
Benjamin Peleh Verschell
Jessica Grace Vorse
Carolyn Suzette Webster
Phillip Allen Wells
Shelby Renee Wilcox
Yifeng Xu
Taylor M. Yong
Jingxia Zheng
Rada Zurich
College Prizes

The Jonas O. Notestein Prize
Gabrielle Claire Girard
Christina Marie Gorey
Andrew David White

The William A. Galpin Award for General Excellence in College Work
Jordan Petrou Griffith, 1st
Annabelle Marie Hopkins, 1st
Jordan Andrew Dennis, 2nd
Rebecca Ann Kreuzman, 2nd

The Dan F. Lockhart Outstanding Senior Award
Christian Haimanot Betre

The G. Julian Lathrop Memorial Award
Anna Louise Gibbs

The Parker Myers Memorial Award
Gabriel Anthony Wasylko

The William Wallace Chappell – Elizabeth Dalton Memorial Prize
Maha Haseeb Rashib
Departmental and Program Prizes

The Allardice-Wise Prize in Theatre
Hannah Marie Smith

The American Chemical Society Senior Award
Duncan Alexander Crow
Leah Jin-Hee Scharlott

The American Chemical Society Undergraduate Award in Organic Chemistry
Duncan Alexander Crow

The American Institute of Chemists Foundation Award
Sarah Elizabeth Pitell
Eva Katherine Stebel

The William Z. Bennett Prize in Chemistry
Ian D'Arcy Mundy

The David L. Carpenter Pre-Law Prize
Jordan Petrou Griffith

The Arthur H. Compton Prize in Physics
Haidar Esselli

The Frank Hewitt Coules Memorial Prize in Classics
Araam Elie Abboud

The William C. Craig Theatre Prize
Nicole Heusner-Wilkinson

The Karen Diane Cross Memorial Award
Emily Kathleen Walker
Afton Hypatia Widdershins

The Cummings-Rumbaugh Government Prize
Carson Wesley Simkins Bullock
Jordan Petrou Griffith
Emily Ann Singer
Shana Elizabeth Zelenka

The Cummings-Rumbaugh History Prize
Marissa Ann Hamm
Rebecca Giver Johnston

The Cummings-Rumbaugh Speech and Dramatics Prize
Rebekah Grace Burkhart (Communications)
Rachel Lau (Theatre)

The Roland H. del Mar Prize in Spanish
Colleen Laura O'Sullivan

The Donaldson Prize for Independent Study
Megan Ann Murphy

The Aileen Dunham Prize in History
Abigail Christine Blinka
Jordan Petrou Griffith
Mary Elizabeth McKinley
The Waldo H. Dunn Prize in English
Marguerite Jane Adams

The David A. Guldin Award
Emani Janee Kelley, Women
Cullen Wayman King, Men

The William Edgar Hoffman, Jr. Prize in Education
Gabrielle Claire Girard

The Vivian L. Holliday Prize
Eleanor Rose Howell

The Charles E. Hurst Prize in Sociology and Anthropology
Monet Simone Davis

The International Paper Company Foundation Business Economics Prize
Charles Richardson Holt

The David A. Leach Memorial Prize in Psychology
Harper Renee Jones

The Donald R. MacKenzie Prize in Art
Juliana Elizabeth Davis
Marissa Bailey Fiume

The Edward McCreight Prize in Dramatics
Hannah Marie Smith

The Manges Prize
Cameron Jeffrey Gelwicks
Carolyn Suzette Webster

The Horace N. Mateer Prize in Biology
Autumn Rose Brostek

The Emerson Miller Memorial Prize in Speech
Zoe Claire Xiaooshi Kuhn
Linh Khanh Pham
Rachel Hannah Topper

The Frank Miller Prize in Political Science
Christina Marie Gorey

The John F. Miller Prize in Philosophy
Coral Elizabeth Ciupak

The George Olson Prize in Art
Carolyn Suzette Webster

The John W. Olthouse Prize in French and Francophone
Melissa Jean Kadish

The Pi Kappa Lambda Prize in Music
Erin Rose Joseph
Kennedy Jane McKain
Jeremiah David Yungk Smucker
The Procter & Gamble Economics Prize  
Rachel Lau

The William Byron Ross Memorial Prize in Chemistry  
Hyuga Uchida

The Royal Society of Chemistry Certificate of Excellence  
Rada Zurich

The Netta Strain Scott Prize in Art  
Mackenzie Ellen Clark  
Hao Tang

The Maria Sexton Award  
Madalyn Lee Ireton

The Sisodia-Williams Prize in Biochemistry  
Ryan Gerald Campbell  
Colin Cleaveland Ford

The Whitney E. Stoneburner Memorial Prize in Education  
Hayley Christina Hardcastle

The James R. Turner Prize in Women's, Gender, & Sexuality Studies  
Marguerite Jane Adams

The Paul DeWitt Twineh Bible Award  
Cullen Wayman King

The Joseph E. Weber Premedical Award (Chemistry)  
Anna Louise Gibbs

The Paul Q. White Prize in English  
Megan Ann Murphy

The William H. Wilson Prize in Mathematics  
Rose Dorothy Taylor  
Afton Hypatia Widdershins
Phi Beta Kappa

Marguerite Jane Adams
Emma Davidson Arvedon
Hwan Bae
Rebekah Grace Burkhart
Adam Delgado Chalek*
Joshua David Charlton*
Coral Elizabeth Ciupak*
Mackenzie Ellen Clark*
Sue Stuart Cook
Josie Moreland Cotton
Abigail Anne Dean
Haidar Esseili*
Colin Cleaveland Ford*
Gabrielle Claire Girard*
Christopher James Good
Christina Marie Gorey*
Weston Joseph Gray
Jordan Petrour Griffith*
Marissa Ann Hamm*
Sabrina Kylie Harris
Kaitlyn Lois Harrison
Megan Anne Healy

Rebecca Giver Johnston*
Cullen Wayman King*
Rebecca Ann Kreuzman*
Rachel Lau
Harley Marie Layman
Joseph Charles MacInnes
Mary Elizabeth McKinley
Ian D'Arcy Munday
Megan Ann Murphy*
Daniel Louis Myers
Colleen Laura O'Sullivan*
Myra Marie Praml*
Dylan Michael Reynolds*
Emily Ann Singer*
Cameron Kadrey Steckbeck
Daniel McMillan Sweat*
Hao Tang
Rose Dorothy Taylor*
Erin Shea Tupman
Andrew David White*
Afton Hypatia Widdershins*
Shana Elizabeth Zelenka

* Inducted at the end of junior year
Honorary Societies

Alpha Kappa Delta
Sociology
Margaret May Yuping Clark
Marija Aldona Cyvas
Jisou Armel Lee
Hailey Elizabeth Malzeke
Callie Marie Ogland-Hand
Sachi Lian Toep

Alpha Psi Omega
Theatre and Dance
Isabelle Hannah Bonhomme
Jordan Nicole Heusner-Wilkinson
Rachel Lau
Teagan Amanda Robinson
Hannah Marie Smith
Claire Julia Smrekar
Madigan McKenna Strange

Beta Beta Beta
Biology
Araam Elie Abboud
Oscar Benjamin Bautista
Katherine Alyssa Bohl
Russell Evan Boston
Autumn Rose Brostek
Ryan Gerald Campbell
Emma Nicole Fikse
Marissa Bailey Fiume
Colin Cleaveland Ford
Justin Tracy Fox
Patrick Liam Gilkey
Andrew Irving Gold
Weston Joseph Gray
Eric Charles Guberman
Harper Renee Jones
Kenneth Ajit Kalikasingh
Do Hyun Kim
Julia Grace Kowala
Carolyn Mary Lee
Jodi Michelle Livesay
Abigail Scott Cameron Martin
Dominic Reese Muccio
Colleen Laura O'Sullivan
Myles Person Parker
Sarah Elizabeth Pitell
Sochina Ranjit
Allison Marie Secard

Bridget Nicole Serrurier
Adelaide Faith Tsueda
Jessica Grace Vorse
Emily Kathleen Walker
Afton Hypatia Widdershins
Alia Lyn Yossef
Kaeli Marie Zoretich
Harrison Merrell Zwolehen

Delta Phi Alpha
German
Eric Bulic
Lily Jun Loughman
Burke Quintana Poeting
Teagan Amanda Robinson

Eta Sigma Phi
Classics
Araam Elie Abboud
Caitlin Brooke Colapietro
Sally Claire Kershner
Abigail Frances Lang
Mary Elizabeth McKinley
Trevin John O'Keefe
Alexis Victoria Valente
Andrew David White

Iota Iota Iota
Women's, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Isabelle Hannah Bonhomme
Matthew Joel Harris-Ridker
Hailey Elizabeth Malzeke
Anna Sophia Vogt

Kappa Delta Pi
Education
Rebekah Grace Burkhart
Rachel Larissa Cargal
Patience Elizabeth Chrisler
William Manning Courtney
Mallory Irene Crane
Gabrielle Claire Girard
Hayley Christina Hardcastle
Kaitlyn Lois Harrison
Rebecca Giver Johnston
Ashlynn Rae Kufleitner
Zoe Claire Xiao Shi Kuhn
Haylee Elizabeth Maude
Samantha Ponzetti
Brian Alexander Pousak
Sarah Isabelle Shanes
Sarah Morgan Specht
Rachel Hannah Topper
Carolyn Suzette Webster

Lambda Alpha
Anthropology
Isabel Hannah Bonhomme
Sue Stuart Cook
Ilaria Novella Crum
Marissa Ann Hamm
Eleanor Rose Howell
Megan J Lasersohn
Myra Marie Praml

Lambda Pi Eta
Communication
Joseph Nicholas Altieri
Rebekah Grace Burkhart
Danielle Lee Golden
Hayley Christina Hardcastle
Ashlynn Rae Kufleitner
Zoe Claire Xiaoshi Kuhn
Brian Alexander Pousak
Sarah Isabelle Shanes
Emily Elizabeth Shoureas
Laurel Elizabeth Smith
Rachel Hannah Topper
Shelby Renee Wilcox
Matthew Walker Carmint Woodward

Nu Rho Psi
Neuroscience
Adam Delgado Chalek
Peyton Lee Corbi
Emma Nicole Fikse
Melanie Frances Kacin
Maha Haseeb Rashid
Thadius Michael Skillman

Omicron Delta Epsilon
Economics
Isabel Ann Adelson
Connor Patrick Allan
Caroline Tealie Devine
Reece Dale Dupler
Cameron Jeffrey Gelwicks

Emma Louise Griffith
David Edward Hale
Charles Richardson Holt
Rachel Lau
Qitian Shi
Jeremiah David Yungk Smucker
Jordan Naomi Stone
Leonard Winter Wine
Jingxia Zheng

Phi Alpha Theta
History
Andrew Eric Aldridge
Eleanor Scholes Barker
Abigail Christine Blinka
Nicole Rembert Charles
Joshua David Charlton
Josie Moreland Cotton
Samuel James Delano
Liam Patrick Dingle
Robin Forde Emmons
Essam Wassim Farah
Adam Sheldon Gillmor
Scott Gordon
William Charles Gore
Weston Joseph Gray
Jordan Petrou Griffith
Marissa Ann Hamm
Nathaniel Alexander Harling
Olivia Marie Holland
Dawson Patrick Honey
Annabelle Marie Hopkins
Rebecca Giver Johnston
Cullen Wayman King
Abigail Frances Lang
Wyatt Ogden Linde
John Edward Martin
Francisco Javier Martinez
Mary Elizabeth McKinley
Ben Richard McKone
Yeeun Min
Dennis Kenyon Moriarty
Ian D'Arcy Mundy
Brian Andrew Murray
Spencer John O'Keefe
Katarina Eleanor Padavick
Burke Quintana Poeting
Honorary Societies (continued)

Phi Alpha Theta

History
Erika McKay Purdy
John Eastman Rider
Emily Jeanne Root
Jacob Morris Schwartz
Ethan Bradstreet Scull
Wooseong Seol
Emily Ann Singer
Natalie Elaine Souleyrette
Emery Joy Stewart
Jordan Naomi Stone
Collier Beatrice Summay
Ousmane Sy
Leonard Winter Wine
Peter Giddeon Zaremba
Ezekiel Phillip Zelman

Pi Kappa Lambda

Music
Gabriela Angeles-Paredes
Jeremiah David Yungk Smucker

Pi Mu Epsilon

Mathematics
Hwan Bae
Christian Haimanot Betre
Bhargav Anandkumar Bhalodi
Allison Lee Clough
Hunter David Coia
Kayleigh Tretham Dietz
Haidar Esseli
Colin Cleaveland Ford
Christopher James Good
Wan Hang Hui
Joseph Charles MacInnes
Mijit Mierkamili
Callie Marie Ogland-Hand
Dylan Michael Orris
Erin Suzanne Rajewski
Kory Ryan Sansom
Giorgio Tramonto
Hyuga Uchida
Benjamin Peleh Verschell
Afton Hypatia Widdershins

Phi Sigma Tau

Philosophy
Marguerite Jane Adams *
Emma Davidson Arvedon *
Coral Elizabeth Ciupak *
Samuel James Delano
Robert Anthony Dinkins, Jr. *
Benjamin Philip Garnitz
Scott Gordon
David Edward Hale *
Olivia Cherry Hall *
Elizabeth Amanda Frost Hemann
Reagan Nicole Kazyak
Haemim Kwak
Eungyeol Kwon *
Wyatt Ogden Linde *
Dylan Michael Orris *
Mylo Apollo Parker-Emerson
Dylan Michael Reynolds *
Teagan Amanda Robinson *
Samuel Patrick Royer *
Ryan Clark Secard
Samuel James Severance
Carolina Nazanine Shams
Giuliano Nicolas Stefanutti *
Daniel McMillan Sweat *
Linden Ann Taylor
Phillip Allen Wells
Yifeng Xu

Pi Sigma Alpha

Political Science
Rachel Larissa Cargal
Alena Corinne Carl
Patience Elizabeth Chrisler
Abigail Anne Dean
Emma Lynn Folkneroth
Jordan Petrou Griffith
Sabrina Kylie Harris
Cassidy Diane Ktsanes
Dennis Kenyon Moriarty
Emily Ann Singer
Cameron Kadrey Steckbeck
Gabriel Anthony Wasylko
Shana Elizabeth Zelenka
Psi Chi

Psychology
Marcus William Bowers
Margaret May Yuping Clark
Caitlin Brooke Colapietro
Jamila Michaela Coleman
Peyton Lee Corbi
Naonari Deguchi
Danielle Lee Golden
Sophie Elizabeth Hawkins
Harper Renee Jones
Emani Janee Kelley
Harley Marie Layman
Melissa Rae Mooney
Andrew David White
Taylor M. Yong

Sigma Delta Pi

Spanish
Rachel Larissa Cargal
Abigail Anne Dean
Julia Margaret Higgins
Emani Janee Kelley
Cassidy Diane Ktsanes
Rachel Lauren Mandel
Colleen Laura O'Sullivan
Will Richard Strohmeyer
Matthew Walker Carmint Woodward

Sigma Tau Delta

English
Marguerite Jane Adams
Lydia Joan Barr
Mackenzie Ellen Clark
Regan Concannon Clark
William Manning Courtney
Mallory Irene Crane
Nathaniel Clark Davis
Kaitlyn Lois Harrison
Kristopher Lyall Johns
Rebecca Giver Johnston
Alexandra Jaye Kangas
Sally Claire Kershner

* Inducted at the end of Sophomore year
† Inducted at the end of Junior year
Awards to Seniors at the 2019 Recognition Banquet

The Mary Sanborn Allen Prize
Sue Cook
Matthew Woodward

The J. Arthur Baird Prize Fund
Cullen King

The Willis C. Behoteguy Scholarship
Kayla Campion

The Robert G. Bone History Prize
Ousmane Sy

The Robert James Brown Memorial Peace Prize
Abigail Dean
Cornelius Gyamfi

The Vivien W. Chan Prize in Interdisciplinary Sciences
Rose Taylor
Afton Widdershins

The Thomas D. Claeson Prize in English
Lydia Barr

The Gladene "Deanie" Collins Endowed Scholarship
Claire Smrekar

The D. Ivan Dykstra Philosophy Roundtable Book Prize
Marguerite Adams
Daniel Sweat

The Eberhart Family Scholarship
Hunter Coia
Jay Coleman
Gabriel Gerry

The Endowed Faculty Scholarship
Nathaniel Davis
Abigail Dean
Christina Gorey
Kaitlyn Harrison
Mylo Parker-Emerson
Andrew White
Ezekiel Zelman

The John D. Fackler Award
Dawson Honey

The Josh Farthing Endowed Prize
Jesse Garrett-Larsen

The Foster Prize in Mathematics
Hunter Coia

The Mahesh K. Garg Prize in Physics
Chase Fuller
The German Department Book Prize
Eric Bulic

The Peter H. Gore Prize Fund
Emma Griffith

The Frances Guille-Secor Memorial Fund
Bailey Eckerle

The Damon D. and Mary T. Hickey Endowed Library Prize
William Gore

The Ronald E. Hustwit Prize in Philosophy
Coral Ciupak
Wyatt Linde

The G. Pauline Ihrig Fund in French
Olivia Holland

The Willard H. Johnson Family Scholarship
Andrew White

The Remy Johnson Memorial Prize in Philosophy
Emma Arvedon
Mylo Parker-Emerson

The Paul Evans Lamale Scholarship in the Social Sciences
Sue Cook
Sabrina Harris
Myra Praml

The Stuart J. Ling Jazz Award
Adam Chalek
Eric Guberman

The Alice Hutchison Lytle Biology Award
Autumn Brostek

The Robert W. McDowell Prize in Geology
Joshua Charlton

The Barbara Ward McGraw Memorial Prize
Kaitlyn Harrison
Sarah Specht

The Charles B. Moke Prize
Thomas Peterson

The J. Howard Morris and Josephine L. Morris Volunteer Service Award
Mary Kate Norton

The Tom Neiswander Memorial Award
Mylo Parker-Emerson

The Daniel and Clarice Parmelee Endowed Prize Fund
Marguerite Adams
Kennedy McKain
Awards to Seniors at the 2019 Recognition Banquet (continued)

The Phi Beta Kappa Prize
Myra Praml
Andrew White

The Sharp Family Prize
Stephen Maryo

The Swan Prize Fund
Gabrielle Girard

The Leslie Gordon Tait Scholarship
Cullen King

The James R. Turner Prize in History
Josie Cotton

The Cary R. Wagner Prize in Chemistry
Ian Mundy

The Elizabeth Sidwell Wagner Prize in Mathematics
Eric Gabriel

The Stanley R. Welty Family Scholarship
Jordan Stone

The Welty Endowed Scholarship
Abigail Dean
Cameron Steckbeck

The Theodore Williams Prize in Music
Joshua Charlton
Eric Guberman
Afton Widdershins
Marguerite Adams

The Robert E. Wilson Scholarship
Christopher Good

The Women’s Advisory Board Scholarship
Sue Cook

The Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies Scholarship
Amrin Alnoor Remtulla
Myra Praml
Rose Taylor
Andrew White
Afton Widdershins
**Academic Regalia**

The gathering of the College family this morning is the present expression of a living tradition. The wearing of caps and gowns is an English custom which goes back to the twelfth century and is still used in many nations today. Over the years the apparel of scholars has evolved to differentiate the degrees of learning and areas of study. From the gown, cap, tassel, and hood, it is possible to distinguish the institution from which the wearer graduated, the field of learning in which the degree was earned, and the level of degree: bachelor’s, master’s, or doctor’s.

Gowns, which are typically black but are frequently quite colorful, fall in straight lines from a fairly elaborate yoke. The level of degree is indicated by the cut of the gown. The bachelor’s gown is relatively simple with bell-shaped sleeves. The master’s gown is somewhat fuller, and its sleeves are longer and squared at the ends. The doctor’s gown has velvet panels down the front and around the neck, and the bell-shaped sleeves are decorated with three horizontal velvet bars.

Caps may be either mortarboard or tam in style, though generally the tam is reserved for doctoral degrees. The tassel may be the color of the major field of learning in which the degree has been granted, or the tassel may be black for any degree. Gold tassels are worn only by doctors.

The hood is the most distinctive and colorful part of the academic regalia. Hoods are lined with silk in the colors of the institution granting the degree. The color of the velvet binding on the hood designates the discipline in which the degree is held -- white for Arts, Letters, and Humanities; green for Medicine; pink for Music; dark blue for Philosophy; golden yellow for Science; scarlet for Theology, etc. The hood shows by its size, width of trimming, and shape the level of the highest degree held. Of the three hood styles, the doctor’s is the most elaborate. The bachelor’s hood is rarely used, and doctoral hoods are slightly longer than master’s degree hoods.

Colleges and universities often add their own traditions to the gown. At The College of Wooster, a single old-gold cord indicates departmental honors. Black and gold cords indicate Phi Beta Kappa membership. Kente stoles symbolize the rich history of domestic students of color, and the country flag stoles represent the home country or identity of graduating seniors. Lavender stoles acknowledge achievements and contributions of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, intersex, asexual (LGBTQIA+), and ally students to the College.
Flowers for the 2019 Commencement have been given in memory of Esther Mae Graber ’34, Director of Food Service from 1947 to 1970, and at the time of her retirement in June 1977, Manager of The Wooster Inn.